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AbstractÐWeb caching is an important technique for reducing Internet access latency, network traffic, and server load. This paper

investigates cache management strategies for the en-route web caching environment, where caches are associated with routing nodes

in the network. We propose a novel caching scheme that integrates both object placement and replacement policies and which makes

caching decisions on all candidate sites in a coordinated fashion. In our scheme, cache status information along the routing path of a

request is used in dynamically determining where to cache the requested object and what to replace if there is not enough space. The

object placement problem is formulated as an optimization problem and the optimal locations to cache the object are obtained using a

low-cost dynamic programming algorithm. Extensive simulation experiments have been performed to evaluate the proposed scheme in

terms of a wide range of performance metrics. The results show that the proposed scheme significantly outperforms existing

algorithms which consider either object placement or replacement at individual caches only.

Index TermsÐWeb caching, web cache management, web object placement, transparent web cache, dynamic programming,

performance evaluation, World Wide Web.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE explosive growth in popularity of the World Wide
Web is leading to a number of performance problems.

The Internet is becoming increasingly congested and
popular web sites are suffering from overload conditions
due to the large number of simultaneous accesses. As a
consequence, considerable latency is often experienced in
retrieving web objects from the Internet.

Caching web objects at various components in the
network (such as servers, proxies, and clients) is an
important approach for enhancing web content delivery
[1], [2], [3]. With caching, copies of popular objects are
stored closer to the users. This has the benefits of reducing
network traffic and alleviating server load, thereby decreas-
ing access latency. Web caching is different from traditional
memory caching supported by operating systems. Unlike
pages, web objects typically have different sizes and very
different access frequencies. Web requests to servers and
objects are found to exhibit a Zipf-like distribution [4]. In
addition, as web servers are geographically located all over
the Internet, the performance gain of caching an object
depends very much on the network distance from the
content server of the object. The issues of object sizes, access
frequencies, and distances from the servers in the object
replacement strategy of a single web cache have been
addressed in recent research [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

To obtain the full benefits of caching, multiple web
caches are often deployed which cooperate with each other
in serving client requests. Examples include hierarchical
caching and distributed caching [11], [12], [13]. Recent
advances on transparent web caches [14] have enabled the
development of a new caching architecture, called en-route

web caching [15], [16], [17]. In this approach, web caches are
associated with routing nodes in the network and are
referred to as en-route caches. An en-route cache intercepts
any client request that passes through the associated
routing node. If the requested object is in the cache, the
object is sent to the client and the request will not be
propagated further upstream. Otherwise, the routing node
forwards the request along the regular routing path toward
the content server. If no en-route cache is found to contain
the target object, the request is eventually serviced by the
content server. En-route web caching can be implemented
by a number of light-weight techniques such as extending
the standard TCP or HTTP protocol in existing IP networks
[18], [19] or using an active network where the routers can
manipulate the messages flowing through them and per-
form customized computations [20]. En-route web caching
has a number of advantages. First, it is transparent to both
content servers and clients. Second, since no request is
detoured off the regular routing path, the additional
bandwidth consumption and network delay for cache miss
are minimized. Moreover, it eliminates the extra overhead
of locating the objects such as sending broadcast queries
[21] and maintaining directories [22], [23]. Therefore, en-
route caching is easy to manage and has good system
scalability.

The performance of en-route web caching depends on
the locations of the caches and how the cache contents are
managed. While the first issue has been studied in recent
years [17], [24], the second issue has received little attention.
In this paper, we focus on the second issue and explore
effective content management techniques for en-route
web caches, including object placement and replacement
algorithms. Dynamically determining the appropriate
number of object copies and placing them in suitable
en-route caches are challenging tasks. When a new object
is placed in a cache, other objects may need to be
removed in order to create room. The interaction effect
between object placement and replacement in the set of
candidate caches further complicates the problem. Existing
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caching schemes consider either object placement or
replacement at individual caches only and are not
optimal. In this paper, we propose a novel caching
scheme that incorporates both object placement and
replacement strategies. The scheme dynamically places
the object in the caches on the path from the server to the
client in a coordinated fashion. We formulate the object
placement problem as an optimization problem and obtain
the optimal locations for caching objects using a dynamic
programming algorithm. The effectiveness of the proposed
scheme has been tested by extensive simulation experi-
ments. The results show that our scheme significantly
outperforms existing schemes which consider either object
placement or replacement at individual caches only.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
summarizes related work. The proposed coordinated en-
route caching scheme is presented in Section 3. Section 4
describes the simulation model and the experimental
results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Cache collaboration is an important technique that im-
proves caching performance. Cooperation among caches
can be performed in two orthogonal dimensions: horizontal
and vertical. Horizontal cooperation is performed by caches
that are geographically clustered and have similar distances
to the content servers (e.g., [25], [26], [9]). Vertical
cooperation is performed by caches that are geographically
distributed and have different distances to the content
servers (e.g., [15], [27]). Vertical cooperation is more
commonly used in en-route caching because the caches
are often located throughout the global network instead of
being deployed within the user organization only. There-
fore, our work has focused on cooperation among caches in
the vertical dimension, i.e., the caches on the routing paths
of requests. Bhattacharjee et al. [15] studied the benefits of
associating caches with switching nodes throughout the
network. Their proposed caching schemes were simple, but
did not take object size, access frequency, and distance from
the server into account. Yu and McNair [27] discussed
collaboration between parent and child proxies for hier-
archical caching. However, there was no analytical model-
ing. Hierarchical caching can be viewed as a special case of
en-route caching in that the requests are only generated at
the leaf nodes of the hierarchy and are routed toward a
single root cache. Our model is general and is applicable to
hierarchical caching also.

Early work on single web cache management had
investigated simple extensions of traditional page replace-
ment algorithms such as LRU and LFU [28]. More recent
work has focused on cost-based cache replacement algo-
rithms [5], [29]. The idea is to design a cost function for
cache replacement policy that incorporates multiple factors
such as object size, access frequency, and retrieval cost from
the server. A typical example is the LNC-R algorithm
proposed by Scheuermann et al. [29]. They further proved
that the suggested function is optimal (i.e., maximizing
delay reduction for a single cache) in a simplified model [8].
However, the scheme automatically places a newly

referenced object in the cache without evaluating whether
it is beneficial to do so. This may result in ineffective use of
cache space when there are a large number of caches in the
network such as in en-route caching. The approach also
incurs high workload on the caches and, hence, has poor
system scalability. Aggarwal et al. [7] provided a Size-
Adjusted LRU scheme and used an admission control
policy to decide whether or not caching an object is
worthwhile. However, the authors did not further consider
cooperation among different caches.

The cache location problem (i.e., where to place the
caches in the network) for en-route caching was studied by
Krishnan et al. [17] and Li et al. [24]. This problem is
different from the one we are addressing in this paper,
namely, where to place web objects given the set of caches
and which objects should be replaced if necessary. In fact,
our work and theirs may be integrated in some situations.

3 COORDINATED EN-ROUTE CACHING

We model the network as a graph G � �V ;E�, where V is
the set of nodes (routers) in the network, each associated
with an en-route cache,1 and E is the set of network links.
Every content server or client is attached to a node in V .
Clients issue requests for web objects maintained by content
servers. Each web object is served by exactly one server.
Usually, the client and the server of a request are not
located at the same site and there are a lot more clients than
servers. For each object O, a nonnegative cost c�u; v;O� is
associated with each link �u; v� 2 E. It represents the cost of
sending a request for object O and the associated response
over the link �u; v�. If a request travels through multiple
network links before obtaining the target object, the access
cost of the request is simply the sum of the corresponding
costs on all these links. The term ªcostº in our analysis is
used in a general sense. It can be interpreted as different
performance measures such as network latency, bandwidth
requirement, and processing cost at the cache, or a
combination of these measures.

As shown in Fig. 1, a request goes along a routing path
from the client (denoted by c) to the server (denoted by s).
For any pair of nodes v1 and v2 on the path, we say v2 is at a
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1. For simplicity, we assume that every node is associated with an en-
route cache. The following analysis can be easily extended to the case where
en-route caches are associated with certain subset of nodes by only
including the nodes with caches in the graph.

Fig. 1. En-route caching.
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higher level than v1 if v2 is closer to s. In en-route caching,
the request is satisfied by the node at the lowest level
(denoted by w) containing the target object. Notice that w is
the same as s if the requested object is not in any cache
along the path between c and s. It is known that most web
objects are relatively static, i.e., the access frequency is much
higher than the update frequency [6], [30]. We shall assume
the objects stored in the caches are up-to-date (e.g., by using
a cache coherency protocol [31] if necessary). After the
request reaches w, the target object (denoted by R) is sent
along the same path back to the client. Routing paths from
all nodes to a given server are represented by a tree
topology [17], [24]. For simplicity, symmetric routing is
assumed in our analytical model. However, since this
assumption may not be valid in some situations [32], we
have also modified the proposed coordinated caching
scheme to handle routing asymmetry and studied its
performance by simulation experiments (see Section 5.3).

To reduce the cost of future accesses to object R, a copy
of R can be dynamically placed in some of the caches along
the path between w and c as R is being sent to the client. The
issues to be investigated include: 1) which nodes should R

be placed (object placement problem) and 2) which objects
should be removed from a cache if there is not enough free
space (object replacement problem).

3.1 Problem Formulation

The object placement problem is trivial if cache sizes are
infinite, in which case, objects can be stored in every cache
to minimize total access cost. However, due to limited cache
space, one or more objects may need to be removed from
the cache when a new object is inserted. Removing an object
increases its access cost (referred to as cost loss), while
inserting an object decreases its access cost (referred to as
cost saving). The object placement problem for en-route
caching is further complicated by caching dependencies, i.e., a
placement decision at one node in the network affects the
performance gain of caching the same object at other nodes.
The optimal locations to cache an object depend on the cost
losses and cost savings at all the nodes along the routing
path. Our objective is to minimize the total access cost of all
objects in the network.

We start by computing the cost saving and the cost loss
of caching an object at individual nodes. Consider a node v.
Let f�O� be the access frequency of object O observed by
node v, i.e., the rate of requests passing through v and
targeting for O. Let m�O� be the miss penalty of object O with
respect to v. The miss penalty is defined as the additional

cost of accessing the object if it is not in the cache at v. In our

en-route caching model, m�O� is given by

m�O� �
X

�u1;u2�2PATH�v;v0�
c�u1; u2; O�;

where v0 is the nearest higher level node of v that caches O

and PATH�v; v0� is the set of network links on the path

between v and v0 (see Fig. 1).
Let R be the requested object. Clearly, the cost saving of

caching R at v is

f�R� �m�R�:
Computing the cost loss of caching R at v is a bit more

complicated. Let O1; O2; . . . ; Ok be the objects currently

cached at v. The cost loss introduced by removing object Oi

from the cache is

f�Oi� �m�Oi�:
Obviously, the purged objects should introduce the least

total cost loss while creating enough space to accommodate

R. This is equivalent to the knapsack problem and is

NP-hard. The following greedy heuristic can be used to

select replacement candidates. Notice that the normalized

cost loss (NCL, i.e., the cost loss introduced by creating one

unit of free space) of purging Oi is

f�Oi� �m�Oi�
s�Oi� ;

where s�Oi� is the size of object Oi. The objects in the cache

are ordered by their NCLs and are selected sequentially,

starting from the object with the smallest NCL, until

sufficient space is created for R. The cost loss of caching

R at v is calculated by summing the cost losses introduced

by all the selected objects.
We now formulate the object placement problem on

the path between w and c. Consider the snapshot when a

request for object R is being served (see Fig. 2). Let A0 �
w be the content server or the high level node satisfying

the object request, An � c be the client issuing the request,

and A1; A2; . . . ; Anÿ1 are the nodes on the routing path

from A0 to An.
Let mi represent the miss penalty of object R with respect

to Ai, then

mi �
Xi
j�1

c�Ajÿ1; Aj; R�:
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Fig. 2. System model for coordinated en-route caching.
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Let fi be the access frequency of object R at Ai. Since

requests for R that go through Ai must also pass through

Aiÿ1; Aiÿ2; . . . ; A1, we have f1 � f2 � . . . � fn. Suppose R is

cached in r intermediate nodes Av1
; Av2

; . . . ; Avr , where r � 0

and 1 � v1 < v2 < . . . < vr � n. Taking into consideration

the caching dependencies of R along the path, the total cost

saving is given by

Xr
i�1

��fvi ÿ fv�i�1� � �mvi�;

where fv�r�1� is set to 0. Now, let li be the cost loss of evicting

objects at node Ai to create enough space for R, then the

total cost loss is

Xr
i�1

lvi :

Therefore, the reduction of total access cost in the network

is given by

Xr
i�1

��fvi ÿ fv�i�1� � �mvi ÿ lvi�: �1�

Our objective is to place object R in a subset of the nodes

fA1; A2; . . . ; Ang that maximizes the cost reduction (1),

thereby minimizing the total access cost.

3.2 Dynamic Programming Solution

For the purpose of analysis, we first provide a generalized

definition of the problem.

Definition 1. Given f1; f2; . . . ; fn; fn�1, m1;m2; . . . ;mn, and

l1; l2; . . . ; ln (n > 0), where f1 � f2 � . . . � fn � fn�1 � 0,

mi � 0, and li � 0 �i � 1; 2; . . . ; n�. Let k be an integer such

that 0 � k � n and v1; v2; . . . ; vr be a set of r integers such

that 1 � v1 < v2 < . . . < vr � k. The objective function

�cost�k : v1; v2; . . . ; vr� is defined as

�cost�k : v1; v2; . . . ; vr� �
Xr
i�1

��fvi ÿ fv�i�1� � �mvi ÿ lvi�;

where fv�r�1� � fk�1. If r � 0, define �cost�k : �� � 0.

Finding r and v1; v2; . . . ; vr that maximize �cost�k :

v1; v2; . . . ; vr� is referred to as the k-optimization problem.

The object placement problem formulated in Section 3.1

is simply an n-optimization problem, i.e., maximizing

�cost�n : v1; v2; . . . ; vr�. In the following, we develop a

dynamic programming algorithm which is inspired by

[33] to solve the problem. Theorem 1 proves that the

optimal solution to the problem must contain optimal

solutions to some subproblems.

Theorem 1. Let 1 � k � n and r > 0. Suppose v1; v2; . . . ; vr is

an optimal solution to the k-optimization problem and

u1; u2; . . . ; ur0 is an optimal solution to the �vr ÿ
1�-optimization problem, then u1; u2; . . . ; ur0 ; vr is also an

optimal solution to the k-optimization problem.

Proof. By definition,

�cost�vr ÿ 1 : u1; u2; . . . ; ur0 �
� �cost�vr ÿ 1 : v1; v2; . . . ; v�rÿ1��:

Therefore,

�cost�k : u1; u2; . . . ; ur0 ; vr�
� �fu1

ÿ fu2
� �mu1

ÿ lu1
� �fu2

ÿ fu3
� �mu2

ÿ lu2

� � � � � �fur0 ÿ fvr� �mur0 ÿ lur0 � �fvr ÿ fk�1� �mvr ÿ lvr
� �cost�vr ÿ 1 : u1; u2; . . . ; ur0 � � �fvr ÿ fk�1� �mvr ÿ lvr
� �cost�vr ÿ 1 : v1; v2; . . . ; v�rÿ1�� � �fvr ÿ fk�1� �mvr ÿ lvr
� �fv1

ÿ fv2
� �mv1

ÿ lv1
� �fv2

ÿ fv3
� �mv2

ÿ lv2

� � � � � �fv�rÿ1� ÿ fvr� �mv�rÿ1� ÿ lv�rÿ1� � �fvr ÿ fk�1� �mvr ÿ lvr
� �cost�k : v1; v2; . . . ; v�rÿ1�; vr�:

�2�
On the other hand, since v1; v2; . . . ; vr is an optimal

solution to the k-optimization problem,

�cost�k : u1; u2; . . . ; ur0 ; vr�
� �cost�k : v1; v2; . . . ; v�rÿ1�; vr�:

�3�

Combining (2) and (3), we have

�cost�k : u1; u2; . . . ; ur0 ; vr� � �cost�k : v1; v2; . . . ; v�rÿ1�; vr�:
Hence, the theorem is proven. tu
We need the following definitions before presenting the

recurrences for dynamic programming.

Definition 2. Let 0 � k � n. Define OPTk to be the maximum

value of �cost�k : v1; v2; . . . ; vr� obtained in the k-optimiza-

tion problem and Lk is the maximum index in the optimal

solution. If the optimal solution is an empty set, define

Lk � ÿ1.

Obviously, OPT0 � 0 and L0 � ÿ1. From Theorem 1, we

know that if Lk > 0,

OPTk � OPT�Lkÿ1� � �fLk ÿ fk�1� �mLk ÿ lLk :
Hence, we can check all possible locations of Lk and select

the one that maximizes the objective function when

calculating OPTk. Therefore, we have

OPT0 � 0
OPTk � maxf0; OPTiÿ1 � �fi ÿ fk�1� �mi ÿ li

�i � 1; 2; . . . ; k�g; for 1 � k � n;

8<:
and

L0 � ÿ1

Lk �
v if index v �1 � v � k� satisfies OPTk

� OPTvÿ1 � �fv ÿ fk�1� �mv ÿ lv;
ÿ1 if OPTk � 0:

8<:
8>><>>:

The original object placement problem (i.e., the

n-optimization problem) can be solved using dynamic

programming with these recurrences. After computing

OPTk and Lk (0 � k � n), we can start from vr � Ln and

obtain all the locations in the optimal solution by setting

vi � L�v�i�1�ÿ1� iteratively for all 1 � i < r. Theorem 1 ensures

the correctness of this calculation procedure.
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3.3 Coordinated Caching Scheme

In this section, we present our coordinated caching scheme
based on the previous analysis.

Every cache maintains some information on the objects
in the form of object descriptors. An object descriptor
contains the object size, the access frequency, and the miss
penalty of the object with respect to the associated node.
When a request is issued at node An for object R, each node
Ai on the path between A0 and An piggybacks the
corresponding information fi, mi, and li on the request
message as it passes through the node. When the request
arrives at A0, A0 computes the optimal locations to place the
requested object based on the piggybacked information
using the dynamic programming algorithm and sends the
decision, together with the object, back to the client node An.
Along the way to An, the intermediate nodes on the routing
path adjust their cache contents according to the caching
decision. If the object is instructed to be cached at Ai, Ai

executes the greedy heuristic given in Section 3.1 to select
replacement candidates and updates its cache accordingly.

Since the contents of the caches change over time, the
access frequency and miss penalty of an object with respect
to a node need to be updated from time to time. The access
frequency can be estimated based on recent request history,
which is locally available (e.g., by using a ªsliding windowº
technique [8]). The miss penalty is updated by the response
messages. Specifically, a variable with an initial value of 0 is
attached to each object (i.e., the response) sent to the client.
At each intermediate node along the way, the variable is
increased by the cost of the last link the object has just
traversed. This value is then used to update the miss
penalty of the object maintained by the associated cache. If
the object is inserted into the cache, the node resets the
variable to 0 before forwarding the object downstream. In
this way, the updated miss penalties of the requested object
are disseminated to all caches on the response path. To
avoid unnecessary communication overhead, the miss
penalty changes of the requested object at caches not along
the response path are not updated immediately. The same is
true for miss penalty changes caused by object removals
that may result from the insertion of the requested object.
These changes would be discovered by the related caches
upon subsequent object requests/responses. Since no
additional message exchange or probing operation is used
for information update, the communication overhead in
deploying coordinated caching is small.

3.4 Discussion

The size of an object descriptor is typically a few tens of
bytes and is negligible compared to the web object size.
Hence, the memory overhead of maintaining the descrip-
tors of cached objects is very small. On the other hand, the
descriptors of objects not stored in the cache need to be
maintained by the cache as well. Fortunately, it is not
necessary to keep all such descriptors in the cache, as
discussed below. The following theorem presents an
important property of the coordinated caching scheme.

Theorem 2. The optimal locations v1; v2; . . . ; vr computed by the
coordinated caching scheme satisfy the following inequalities:

fvi �mvi � lvi ; i � 1; 2; . . . ; r:

Proof. (Prove by contradiction) Suppose the coordinated
scheme places a copy of the object at node Avi �1 � i � r�,
where fvi �mvi < lvi .

If i � 1, we have

�cost�n : v1; v2; . . . ; vr�
� �fv1

ÿ fv2
� �mv1

ÿ lv1
��cost�n : v2; v3; . . . ; vr�

� fv1
�mv1

ÿ lv1
��cost�n : v2; v3; . . . ; vr�

< �cost�n : v2; v3; . . . ; vr�:
If i > 1, we have

�cost�n : v1; v2; . . . ; vr�
� �cost�v�iÿ1� ÿ 1 : v1; v2; . . . ; v�iÿ2�� � �fv�iÿ1� ÿ fvi� �mv�iÿ1�

ÿ lv�iÿ1� � �fvi ÿ fv�i�1� � �mvi ÿ lvi
��cost�n : v�i�1�; v�i�2�; . . . ; vr�

� �cost�v�iÿ1� ÿ 1 : v1; v2; . . . ; v�iÿ2�� � �fv�iÿ1� ÿ fvi� �mv�iÿ1�

ÿ lv�iÿ1� � �fvi �mvi ÿ lvi� ��cost�n : v�i�1�; v�i�2�; . . . ; vr�
< �cost�v�iÿ1� ÿ 1 : v1; v2; . . . ; v�iÿ2�� � �fv�iÿ1� ÿ fvi� �mv�iÿ1�

ÿ lv�iÿ1� ��cost�n : v�i�1�; v�i�2�; . . . ; vr�
� �cost�v�iÿ1� ÿ 1 : v1; v2; . . . ; v�iÿ2�� � �fv�iÿ1� ÿ fv�i�1� � �mv�iÿ1�

ÿ lv�iÿ1� ��cost�n : v�i�1�; v�i�2�; . . . ; vr�
� �cost�n : v1; v2; . . . ; v�iÿ1�; v�i�1�; . . . ; vr�:

This implies that Avi can be removed from the
solution of the coordinated scheme to obtain a higher
cost reduction, which contradicts with the optimality of
the coordinated scheme. Hence, the theorem is proven.tu

Theorem 2 implies that the coordinated scheme only
needs to consider placing objects in the caches where the
replacement operation is locally beneficial (i.e., the cost
saving outweighs the cost loss with respect to the single
cache). Since the miss penalty and the cost loss generally
increase with the size of the requested object, this suggests
that the descriptors of objects with low access frequency are
less important for computing the optimal locations. Based
on this observation, we propose allocating a small auxiliary
cache (we shall call it the d-cache) at each node to store the
descriptors of the most frequently accessed objects not in
the regular cache. The size of the d-cache is negligible
compared to the regular cache which stores the objects. If
the requested object is not instructed to be cached at Ai and
its descriptor is not in the d-cache, the descriptor is inserted
into the d-cache at Ai when the object passes through.
Simple LFU replacement policy can be used to manage the
object descriptors in the d-caches.

An intermediate node on the routing path that does not
have the descriptor of the requested object in its d-cache
will indicate this fact by attaching a special tag to the
request message. Based on the attached information, A0

removes nodes from the candidate set whose d-caches do
not contain the object descriptor. The dynamic program-
ming algorithm is applied to the remaining nodes to
compute the optimal locations for caching. The rationale
behind this strategy is that the requested object is not
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frequently accessed at the excluded nodes compared to the

other objects and, hence, removing them from the candidate

set would not affect the optimal placement decision

significantly.
It is easy to see that the time complexity of the dynamic

programming algorithm is O�k2�, where k is the number of

nodes on the path that contain the descriptor of the

requested object in their d-caches (k � n). We expect that

k is not very large in practice. This is because n is small for

popular objects as they would be cached in the network

with high density. Moreover, the descriptors of unpopular

objects would not be cached by most intermediate nodes,

resulting in small k. Therefore, the cost of computing the

optimal locations to cache the requested object is low.
The overhead in maintaining object descriptors can be

kept small by using judicious data structures. For example,

descriptors of cached objects can be organized as a heap

based on their normalized cost losses. In this way, the time

complexity for each adjustment (e.g., insertion and removal)

is O�log m�, where m is the number of cached objects. Object

descriptors in the d-cache can be organized in one or more

LRU stacks if the access frequencies of objects are estimated

using a ªsliding windowº technique (see Section 4.1). As a

result, the time complexity for each insertion and removal

in the d-cache is O�1�.

4 SIMULATION MODEL

Extensive simulation experiments have been performed to
compare the coordinated caching scheme with existing
schemes. The network in our simulation consists of
hundreds of routing nodes and content servers. It is
difficult to get trace data for a network of this size. To the
best of our knowledge, no such trace is available in the open
literature. Therefore, our simulation employed synthetic
workload generated from empirical models reported in
recent publications [34], [35], [4], [30]. We believe that the
results are valid for the purpose of comparing the relative
performance of different en-route caching schemes. This
section outlines the system settings and the caching
schemes used in our simulation.

4.1 System Settings

Table 1 shows the system parameters and their default
values used in the experiments.

The network topology is randomly generated using the
Tiers program [34]. It consists of a wide area network
(WAN) and a number of metropolitan area networks
(MAN2), in Tiers terminology. We have performed experi-
ments for a wide range of topologies consisting of different
numbers of WAN nodes, MAN nodes, and network links.
The relative performance of the caching schemes was found
to be insensitive to the topology. Due to space limitations,
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TABLE 1
System Parameters

2. The term ªMANº is used in Tiers [34]. Essentially, it applies to any
high-speed interconnected local area networks.
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only the results of one topology are reported in this paper.
The characteristics of this topology and the workload model
are listed in Table 1. These values are chosen based on those
reported in the open literature and what are considered
reasonable. The WAN is regarded as the backbone network
and no content servers or clients are directly attached to the
WAN nodes. Each MAN node is assumed to connect to a
content server. Every server stores a set of objects and the
object sets associated with different servers are disjoint. The
distribution of object sizes is assumed to follow a hybrid
model [35] (the probability density functions and the mean
value are given in Table 1). An en-route cache is associated
with every WAN and MAN node. Similarly to other studies
[4], [6], [8], [36], the cache size at each node is described
relative to the total size of all objects available in the
network (we shall call it the relative cache size). The d-cache
size is measured in terms of the number of object
descriptors. By default, the d-cache size is set to twice the
average number of objects the regular cache can hold.3 We
have conducted experiments for different d-cache sizes
relative to the cache size and found that the results were
similar when the cache and d-cache were capable of
accomodating the same order of objects and object
descriptors, respectively. To simulate the requests made
by the clients, a continuous request stream is randomly
generated at each MAN node. The average request rate of
each node is assigned from the distribution U�1; 9� requests
per second, where U�x; y� is a uniformly distributed
number between x and y. The access frequencies of the
content servers as well as the objects maintained by a given
server both follow a Zipf-like distribution [4], [30].
Specifically, the probability of a request for object O in
server s is proportional to 1=�1� � j��, where s is the ith most
popular server and O is the jth most popular object in s.

Routing paths from all nodes to a given server are set to
the shortest-path tree rooted at the server, except in
Section 5.3, where the caching performance is examined
under asymmetric routing. Each network link connects two
nodes and represents one hop in the network. The average
length of all routing paths in our simulation is about
11 hops, similar to the statistics given in [32]. For simplicity,
the delay caused by sending a request and the associated
response over a network link is set proportionally to the size
of the requested object. This delay includes the propagation
delay, the transmission delay, and the look-up delay in the
en-route cache. The delays generated by the Tiers program
for the network links are taken to be the delays of an
average size object. The ratio of the average delays of
WAN links and MAN links for the default topology is
approximately 7:1 (see Table 1). The cost function is taken to
be the delay of the link. This means the generic cost in the
analytical model (see Section 3) is interpreted as the access
latency in our simulation.

To make the caching schemes less sensitive to transient
workload, a ªsliding windowº technique is employed to
dynamically estimate the access frequency of an object [8].
Specifically, for each object, up to K most recent reference

times are recorded and the access frequency is computed by
f�O� � K

tÿtK , where K � K is the number of references
recorded, t is the current time, and tK is the Kth most
recently referenced time. K is set to 3 in our simulation
experiments [8]. To reduce the overhead, the access
frequency estimate of an object is only updated when the
object is referenced and at reasonably large intervals (say
several minutes4) to reflect aging.

4.2 Caching Schemes

In addition to the coordinated caching scheme, the follow-
ing algorithms were also included in our simulation
experiments for comparison purposes:

. LRU: This is a standard caching algorithm. The
requested object is cached by every node through
which the object passes. If there is not enough free
space, the cache purges one or more least recently
referenced objects to make room for the new object.
No d-cache is needed in this scheme.

. MODULO [15]: This is a modified LRU scheme that
employs a simple placement optimization. On the
path from the cache (or server) to the client, the
object is cached at the nodes that are a fixed number
(called cache radius) of hops apart. The caches use
the LRU policy to remove objects when necessary.
The cache radius is set to 3 in our experiments5 [15].
Similarly to LRU, no d-cache is needed in this
scheme.

. LNC-R [29]: This is a cost-based caching algorithm

shown to be effective in the context of a single proxy

server. It optimizes cache replacement by using the

function f�O��m�O�
s�O� (i.e., the normalized cost loss) to

select replacement candidates. Similarly to LRU, the

requested object is cached by all nodes along the

routing path and, for each node, the miss penalty of

the object is set to the delay of the immediate

upstream link. To obtain more accurate access

frequency estimates, the descriptors of the most

frequently accessed objects not in the regular cache

are maintained in the d-cache as in the coordinated

scheme.

5 PERFORMANCE RESULTS

5.1 Impact of Cache Size

First, we compare the effectiveness of different caching
schemes across a wide range of cache sizes, from
0.04 percent to 12.0 percent. The relative cache size of
12 percent is very large in the context of en-routing caching
due to the large network under consideration (e.g., that of a
regional ISP).

Fig. 3 shows the average access latency as a function of
the relative cache size at each node. Since the objects have
very different sizes in our workload, we also plotted the
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3. Note that this ratio is not equal to the ratio of their physical storage
capacities. The capacity of the d-cache is much smaller than that of the
regular cache.

4. Our experimental results show that caching performance is practically
the same for aging intervals of 1 and 10 minutes.

5. We have conducted experiments with different radii and found that a
cache radius of 3 gives the best overall performance under our experimental
settings.
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average response ratio in Fig. 4. The response ratio of a
request is defined as the ratio of its access latency to the size
of the target object. The lower the average response ratio,
the better the performance. This metric is more objective as
the effect of object size is eliminated. Moreover, users are
likely to expect short delays for small objects and willing to
tolerate longer delays for larger objects.

As can be seen, all caching schemes provide steady
performance improvement as the cache size increases. The
coordinated scheme significantly reduces the average access
latency and response ratio compared to the other schemes
examined. This shows the importance of managing object
placement and replacement strategies in an integrated
fashion. To achieve the same access latency, the schemes
that do not optimize placement decisions (LRU and LNC-R)
would require 3 to 10 times the cache space of coordinated
caching (note that the cache size axis is in logscale).
Although LNC-R incorporates various cost factors to
optimize cache replacement decisions, its performance is
similar to that of LRU. This is not surprising because cache
contents change very frequently due to frequent replace-
ments if all requested objects are stored by all intermediate
nodes on the routing path. Therefore, the miss penalties of
cached objects change very frequently for LNC-R in the

en-route caching environment and are less helpful in
making replacement decisions. The relative improvement
of coordinated caching over LRU and LNC-R increases with
cache size. Coordinated caching outperforms LRU and
LNC-R by more than 50 percent in average access latency at
cache size 12 percent. On the other hand, even though
MODULO utilizes cache space more efficiently than LRU
and LNC-R by storing the same object at fewer locations,
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show that it still performs much worse than
coordinated caching over a wide range of cache sizes. This
is because the placement decision of MODULO is not based
on object access frequencies so that popular and unpopular
objects are cached with the same density in the network.
The impact of MODULO's disadvantage is less significant
as the cache size increases. Therefore, the absolute
difference between coordinated caching and MODULO
decreases with increasing cache size. However, the relative
improvement of coordinated caching remains significant for
large cache sizes. For example, at cache size 12 percent, the
average access latencies for coordinated caching and
MODULO are 0.45 and 0.61 second, respectively (about
25 percent improvement).

Fig. 5 plots the object hit ratio6 curves as a function of
cache size for different caching schemes. To study the
system's caching behavior, the object hit ratio is defined as
the ratio of the number of requests served by the caches as a
whole (as opposed to those served by the content servers) to
the total number of requests. By making optimal caching
decisions along the routing paths, the coordinated scheme
greatly improves the object hit ratio over the other schemes
examined, especially for smaller cache sizes. This implies
substantial load reduction at the content servers. Fig. 6
shows the workload of the most heavily loaded content server
in the network, where workload is measured in the number
of bytes served per second. It can be seen that the highest
server load under the coordinated scheme is considerably
lower than the other schemes. In contrast, MODULO and
LNC-R, which optimize object placement or replacement
only, have similar performance to LRU. On the other hand,
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Fig. 3. Average access latency vs. cache size.

6. Similar performance trends have been observed for object hit ratio and
byte hit ratio. Due to space limitation, only the results of object hit ratio are
shown in this paper.Fig. 4. Average response ratio vs. cache size.

Fig. 5. Object hit ratio vs. cache size.
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when the cache size is very large, all schemes are capable of
caching popular objects somewhere in the network. There-
fore, as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the overall system hit
ratios of all the schemes converge. In this case, the major
benefit of coordinated caching is to reduce access latency
and response ratio by judicious placement of objects in the
caches (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).

The workload of the caches consists of two parts:
1) looking up the requested objects and forwarding requests
in case of cache miss and 2) reading/writing objects from/
into the cache. It is obvious that the lower the cache load,
the more scalable the caching scheme. Everything else being
equal, the overhead in look-up and forwarding requests is
proportional to the number of caches a request goes
through before obtaining the target object. Fig. 7 shows
that, on average, a request in the coordinated scheme passes
through fewer caches than in the other schemes. This
implies the coordinated caching scheme stores frequently
accessed objects closer to the clients and therefore intro-
duces lower look-up and forwarding load on the caches.
Reading and writing objects occur in the following
situations: A request causes a read operation on an en-route
cache if the request results in a cache hit and a decision to
place an object copy introduces a write operation on the

en-route cache. The read load is necessary to serve the
requests, while the write load represents an overhead for
caching. To compare the overall read/write load, we
calculated the mean aggregated read and write load
(measured in bytes) introduced by each request on all the
caches. As shown in Fig. 8, coordinated caching has the
lowest read/write load among all the schemes studied. By
contrast, LRU and LNC-R introduce 3 to 35 times the read/
write load of coordinated caching because they do not
consider object placement optimization. MODULO has
lower read/write load compared to LRU and LNC-R, but
its load is still much higher than that of the coordinated
scheme. Our data shows the read load takes up 75 percent
to 90 percent of the overall read/write load in coordinated
caching. Since the read load of coordinated caching is
higher than the other schemes due to its higher cache hit
ratio (see Fig. 5), the results presented in Fig. 8 suggest that
the coordinated scheme involves substantially lower write
load (i.e., overhead) on the caches. Thus, coordinated
caching has better scalability than the other schemes.

Finally, we examine the load on the network links. Fig. 9
shows the average network traffic (measured in byte � hops)
required to satisfy a request and Fig. 10 shows the load
(measured in bytes/second) of the most congested link in
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Fig. 6. Highest server load vs. cache size.

Fig. 7. Average no. of caches encountered by each req vs. cache size.

Fig. 8. Overall cache read/write load vs. cache size.

Fig. 9. Bandwidth consumption vs. cache size.
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the network. From these figures, it can be clearly seen that
the coordinated caching scheme results in much lower load
on the network links than the other schemes. This further
demonstrates the effectiveness of coordinated caching in
bringing popular objects closer to the clients.

5.2 Impact of Access Frequency Distribution

In this set of experiments, we examine the impact of access
frequency distribution on the effectiveness of caching. For
simplicity, the Zipf parameters for servers and objects (i.e.,
� and �) are assigned equal values. Figs. 11, 12, and 13 show
the average access latency, the average response ratio, and
the object hit ratio, respectively, for values of � and �
between 0.2 and 1.2.

The coordinated caching scheme consistently provides
the best performance over a wide range of access frequency
distributions. Under relatively homogeneous reference
patterns (i.e., small Zipf parameters, see the left part of
the figures), cached objects account for a relatively low
proportion of the requests since all objects have similar
access frequencies. Therefore, the relative performance
difference among the caching schemes is not very large.
With increasing skewness in the access pattern, the relative
improvement of coordinated caching in terms of access
latency and response ratio is more substantial. This is

because the coordinated scheme caches frequently accessed
objects closer to the clients, as discussed in Section 5.1. For
example, the coordinated scheme reduces average response
time by 20 percent, 43 percent, and 51 percent compared to
LRU and by 10 percent, 23 percent, and 33 percent
compared to MODULO for Zipf parameters of 0.2, 0.8,
and 1.2, respectively. Fig. 13 shows that object hit ratio
increases with access skewness for all caching schemes.
Since the default cache size used here (4 percent) is fairly
large, coordinated caching does not provide significant
improvement in object hit ratio, as discussed in Section 5.1.

5.3 Impact of Routing Asymmetry

We have assumed that the routing paths are symmetric in
the analytical model, i.e., the route from node A to node B is
the same as the route from B to A. Although this is true in
many cases,7 there could be some upstream and down-
stream route pairs in the Internet that do not contain the
same set of intermediate nodes [32]. In this section, the
coordinated caching scheme is modified to handle routing
asymmetry and compared with the existing algorithms.

Consider the asymmetric routes of a request and the
associated response shown in Fig. 14, where w is the node
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Fig. 10. Highest link load vs. cache size.

Fig. 11. Average access latency vs. Zipf parameter.
7. Some transparent web caching approaches guarantee the request and

the response paths pass through the same set of caches (e.g., see [18]).

Fig. 12. Average response ratio vs. Zipf parameter.

Fig. 13. Object hit ratio vs. Zipf parameter.
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satisfying the request and c is the client node issuing the

request. Let U and D be the sets of nodes on the

upstream and downstream routes, respectively. The union

of U and D can be divided into three disjoint subsets:

U [D � �Dÿ U� [ �U ÿD� [ �U \D�. The benefits of cach-

ing the requested object at the nodes in each subset are

discussed below:

. Dÿ U : Caching the object at the nodes in Dÿ U is
not useful because subsequent requests from c will
not go through these nodes. Therefore, they should
not be considered in the computation of the optimal
locations to cache the requested object. The revised
coordinated caching scheme simply collects status
information of the caches along the upstream route
(i.e., the request path) and computes the optimal
caching locations among them. The nodes in Dÿ U
do not update their caches and d-caches when the
requested object (i.e., the response) passes through
them.

. U ÿD: Placing the object at the nodes in U ÿD
requires additional object transfer since the object
does not pass through these nodes when it is being
sent to the client node. To avoid extra network traffic
and control overhead, the object is not placed at the
nodes in U ÿD in our scheme. Note that, under
asymmetric routing, it is possible that some com-
puted optimal caching locations are in U ÿD. In this
case, we simply discard these locations.

. U \D: The nodes in U \D are most appropriate to
cache the requested object (e.g., the nodes a and b in
Fig. 14). Each node v 2 �U \D� takes the same

actions as in the case of symmetric routing.
Specifically, if v is included in the computed optimal
locations, the object is inserted into its cache;
otherwise, v updates the miss penalty of the object
in its d-cache.

To allow fair comparisons, the three caching schemes
described in Section 4.2 were also modified accordingly in
this set of experiments. Specifically, LRU and LNC-R place
the requested object at every node in U \D and MODULO
places the requested object at every node in U \D0, where
D0 is a subset of D containing nodes that are three hops

apart on the downstream route.
To study the impact of routing asymmetry on caching

performance, we artificially generated some asymmetric
route pairs in our experiments. For each node A, two
different routing trees, an upstream tree and a downstream
tree, are built. The messages sent to A use the route in the
upstream tree, while the messages sent from A make use of

the route in the downstream tree. The routing asymmetry
degree is characterized by the triple �x; y; z�, meaning that
x percent of all route pairs are asymmetric, y percent of the
asymmetric route pairs differ in at least two hops, and the
average difference of all asymmetric route pairs is z hops.
Obviously, the larger the values of x, y, and z, the higher the
degree of routing asymmetry. The caching schemes were

evaluated under a variety of asymmetry degrees (listed in
increasing order)8: (26/27/2.6), (47/43/2.0), (72/68/3.3),
and (84/80/4.8). We note that the asymmetry level of (47/
43/2.0) is closest to the statistics reported in the literature
[32]. Figs. 15, 16, and 17 show the average access latency, the
average response ratio, and the object hit ratio, respectively,
for asymmetric routing with different degrees.

From Figs. 15, 16, and 17, we observe that the relative
performance of the caching schemes under asymmetric
routing is quite similar to that for the symmetric routing
case (i.e., the case of (0/0/0.0)). The coordinated caching
scheme still consistently outperforms all the other schemes
studied significantly. This further verifies the importance of
coordinating object placement and replacement strategies. It

is interesting to note that the performance of LRU and
LNC-R relative to MODULO and the coordinated scheme
improves slightly (about 3 percent) under a high level of
routing asymmetry. The reason is because LRU and LNC-R
will place fewer copies of the same object in the network
when the upstream and downstream routes have fewer

nodes in common. This somewhat compensates for their
disadvantage of caching unpopular objects (which make up
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Fig. 14. Asymmetric route pair.

8. Note that the average length of all routes is about 11 hops.Fig. 15. Average access latency under asymmetric routing.
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the majority of the objects due to the Zipf-like request

distribution) with high density in the network.

6 CONCLUSION

Object placement and replacement are two important issues

in en-route web cache management. In this paper, we have

presented a coordinated caching scheme where object

placement and replacement policies are managed in an

integrated fashion. In this scheme, status information of the

caches along the routing path of a request is used in

dynamically determining where to cache the requested

object and what to replace if necessary. The optimal

placement decision is obtained using a low-cost dynamic

programming algorithm. We have performed extensive

simulation experiments to compare the proposed coordi-

nated scheme with a number of existing caching algorithms.

The results show that the coordinated caching scheme

effectively reduces access latency, server load, and network

traffic in both symmetric and asymmetric routing situations

and is more scalable in terms of cache read/write load. The

proposed scheme considerably outperforms existing algo-

rithms which consider either placement or replacement at

individual caches only.
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